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The SDSS — (mainly) low-z survey



Surveys at high-z

SDSS fiber, z=0.08, M ~ 10^11 Msun



Surveys at high-z



LEGA-C: deep spectroscopic survey @ z~1

Large Early Galaxy Astrophysics Census (van der Wel et al. 2016)

• >3000 galaxies at  0.6 < z < 1.0

• SDSS-like spectra @ z=0.8 
• Simple selection: K mag, redshift 

• R ~ 3000, S/N ~ 15/AA

• 20h integrations, VLT / VIMOS

• DR2, half of the sample

• 1-D spectra, catalog

•Final DR:  Year 2020

COSMOS/Ultra-VISTA field



LEGA-C: deep spectroscopic survey @ z~1

Large Early Galaxy Astrophysics Census (van der Wel et al. 2016)

Answers through high-quality spectroscopy of many distant galaxies:
— Stellar populations
— Stellar kinematics



LEGA-C: deep spectroscopic survey @ z~1

• Outline 
• Stellar kinematics  
• Stellar ages 
• The end of star-formation 
• Star-formation histories



Stellar kinematics



The (stellar mass) Fundamental Plane at z~0.8

For the first time we can measure 
the tilt of the FP 

at large look-back time

Viria
l plan



4 Bezanson and van der Wel et al.

Figure 2. Stellar rotation curves (black) and velocity dispersion profiles (red) for the 35 highest mass (logM⇤/M� > 11) quiescent
galaxies, ordered by ascending velocity. The rotational velocity is defined as the velocity of the best-fitting arctangent function at a radius
of 5 kpc from the central pixel. Rotational support can be visually estimated for each galaxy by comparing the vertical height of the gray
band with the central velocity dispersion (central red symbol).
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Quiescent galaxies rotate



Stellar rotation in passive galaxies
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Figure 12. Rotational support ((V5/�0)
⇤) versus stellar mass for the simulated CALIFA z ⇠ 0 galaxies (left panel), LEGA-C

galaxies at z ⇠ 0.8 (center panel), and the ratio of the averages (right panel). At the highest mass end (logM?/M� & 11.25) the

rotational support is very similar, but at lower masses, the LEGA-C sample exhibits similar or slightly more rotational support

than CALIFA galaxies at fixed mass. However, when compared to more massive descendants (red symbols and dashed line)

galaxies at z ⇠ 0.8 exhibit 50� 100% higher rotational support than local galaxies.

Figure 13. Rotational support ((V5/�0)⇤) versus central velocity dispersion (�0) for the simulated CALIFA z ⇠ 0 galaxies

(left panel), LEGA-C galaxies at z ⇠ 0.8 (center panel), and the ratio of the averages (right panel). At fixed central velocity

dispersion, which is likely more stable than stellar mass, the higher redshift galaxies exhibit more rotational support than their

local counterparts by a factor of ⇠ 1.5� 2.

Although the authors emphasize the representative red-
shifts, sizes, and absolute magnitudes of the resulting
sample with respect to the full CALIFA dataset, the 75
galaxies that are eliminated due to poor quality stellar
kinematic maps could introduce additional bias in the
kinematic properties of quiescent galaxies. Finally, we
have not attempted to match the LEGA-C and CALIFA
samples in volume or environment or explicitly link in-
dividual progenitor and descendant galaxies. While we
note that this could strengthen our conclusions about
the redshift evolution of the dynamical structures of qui-
escent galaxies, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present the first results from spatially
resolved stellar kinematics of a large sample of massive,
quiescent galaxies at large lookback time, drawn from

ESO’s Public Spectroscopic LEGA-C Survey. As op-
posed to earlier work on smaller samples (van der Marel
& van Dokkum 2007; Moran et al. 2007; van der Wel &
van der Marel 2008) our sample is not selected on the
basis of visual morphology, but rather by a lack of star
formation, preventing a possible bias against disk-like,
passive galaxies. The exceptional depth of the LEGA-C
spectroscopic survey allows for spatially resolved kine-
matic modeling of the continuum beyond two e↵ective
radii of galaxies at z ⇠ 1.
We have demonstrated that galaxies at z ⇠ 0.8 follow

a similar trend of decreasing rotational support with in-
creasing stellar mass as local early-type galaxies (e.g.,
Cappellari et al. 2007; Emsellem et al. 2011). But also
like their local counterparts (e.g., Veale et al. 2017),
there exist examples of very massive fast-rotators in the

 

(Sanchez+12)

Bezanson et al. (2018)
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(Sanchez+12)

The decrease in rotational support implies 
significant merging activity

Bezanson et al. (2018)



Stellar rotation in passive galaxies

Cole et al. 2020 (arXiv 2001.02695)

Local Density
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Stellar rotation in passive galaxies

Cole et al. 2020 (arXiv 2001.02695)

Local Density

The effect of merger starts to show up at z~0.8



Stellar ages



Stellar ages of massive galaxies at z~0.8
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Stellar ages at z~0.8

(Wu et al . 2018b)

(Kauffman et al . 2003)
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~3Gyr passive 

evolution
z=0.8 to z=0.1 

~ 6Gyr passive evolution

M > 1011 Msun

Massive Quiescent galaxies did not evolve passively,
new stars added between z=0.8 and z=0



Stellar ages at z~0.8
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Supporting evidence for feedback that maintains quiescence 

(Barisic et al. 2017)



The end of star-formation



The cessation of star formation

v.s.



Mass-size relation
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(Baryonic) Mass- (stellar) size relation

z=0, disk galaxies

(Wu 2018a)



(Baryonic) Mass- (stellar) size relation

z=0, disk galaxies

(Wu 2018a)

Large galaxies are inefficient at turning 
gas into stars
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Stellar ages of quiescent galaxies

400 quiescent galaxies @ z~0.8

(Wu et al. 2018c)

Small quiescent galaxies are on average older

old

young
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A different view from “Young” galaxies

• Quiescent galaxies + Balmer absorption: A-type stars
• Star-formation declines rapidly in ~ a few x 100 Myrs 
• “post-starburst galaxies”

Are these “A-type” galaxies larger? 



old

young

Size of “A-type” galaxies

No! “A-type” galaxies are not large 
& much smaller than average SF galaxies

old

(Wu et al. 2018c)
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Multiple ways to quiescence

(Wu et al. 2018c)
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Gallery of “A-type” Galaxies

“A-type” Galaxies @ z=1, HST V + I

20 kpc

(Wu et al. 2014)
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20 kpc

(Wu et al. 2014)

Gallery of “A-type” Galaxies

“A-type” Galaxies @ z=1, HST V + I

 Some are from merger/interaction



20 kpc

(Wu et al. 2014)

Gallery of “A-type” Galaxies

“A-type” Galaxies @ z=1, HST V + I

Central “core” built up
—> R50 becomes smaller



Correlation between colors and sizes

More new stars in the center -> 
1. Smaller R50 
2. Bluer color

New stars
+ 3 times
+ 1 times
+ 30%
+ 10%
0

“A-type” galaxies

(Wu et al. 2020)



Age gradient

Old

Young

(Post-starburst)
A-type



Age gradient

(D’ Eugenio et al., in prep)
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“A-type” galaxies have younger center 
—> Not “inside-out”



Star formation histories



Star-formation histories



Non-parametric star-formation histories

(Chauke et al. 2018)



Average star-formation histories

(Chauke et al. 2018)



Go higher z

z=0

z=1



Conclusion



What we have now

• The LEGA-C  
• ~3000 galaxies @ 0.6 < z < 1.0 
• DR2, ~1500 galaxies 
• Census of stellar kinematics and stellar population

z=0 z=1 ? 

• Future with PFS? 
• Fast, 2400 v.s. 130 (VLT/VIMOS) 
• Wider spectra coverage 

• LEGA-C: 6500 ~ 9000 AA 
• J-band coverage 

• Restframe 4000 AA @ z>1.5  


